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were   arranged   in   tlie   form   of   a   little   sinistral   embrjonlc   shell,
as   they   are   in   all   true   Pyramidellids   j   and,   unfortunately,
neither   is   Mr.   M^  Andrew's   shell   in   a   condition   to   prove   the
fact,   the   apex   of   the   spire   being   broken   off.   I   am   of   opinion,
however,   that   Scalenostoma   belongs   to   Styliferidfe,   and   proba-

coles,   pi.   6,   f.   1.
Mdldagr

X Ttemarks   on   Prof.   Owen's   Monograph   on   Dimor2:)hodon»
By   Harry   G.   Seeley,   F.G.S.,   Assistant   to   Prof.   Sedgwick

bridge.
Woodwardia

In   this   Tvork   several   views   are   urged   in   osteology   which   seem
to   me   inconsistent   with   facts  ;   principles   in   philosophy   are
advanced   which,   if   true   principles,   must   place   the   science   of
physiology   upon   a   different   foundation   from   that   which   it   has
now  ;   and   a   position   is   taken   by   Prof.   Ow^en   tow^ards   previous
writers   and   with   his   readers   which,   if   not   new^,   demands   ex-

lanation   before   the   scientific   truths   of   the   memoir   will   be
airly   stated.

I   would   guard   myself   here   from   the   suspicion   that   I   may
be   writing   merely   to   correct   mistakes   or   point   out   oversights.
No   writer   can   afford   to   do   that.   And   errors   of   that   kind   are
only   defects,   often   unaccountable,   in   contributions   to   know-

ledge which  are  made  in  strivings  to  attain  to  truth.      But  all
monoora

osteology   and   philosophy,   and   leads   to   conclusions   which
seem   to   me   to   be   erroneous,   unscientific,   and   unjust.   The
passages   which   will   be   extracted   from   the   monograph   will
make   this   clear,   w^hile   the   remarks   appended   will   contribute
the   best   elucidation   of   the   truth   that   I   can   give.

First^   of   Osteology.  —  This   is   descriptive   of   specimens   of
Dimorphodon   from   the   Lias,   and   interpretative   of   the   osteo-

logy of   the  whole  class  of   these  animals  by  the  evidence  from
the   specimens   described.   Prof.   Owen   begins   with   the   skull.
Herein,   so   far   as   the   general   osteology   went,   he   was   preceded
by   Von   Meyer   and   other   comparative   anatomists   of   Germany,
whose   labours   have   cleared   the   chief   difficulties   from   the   sub-

ject.  Upon  the   skull   Von  Meyer   is   quoted  and  argued  agamst,
but,   I   think,   both   misunderstood   and   misrepresented  ;   so   that
it   has   seemed   to   me   desirable   to   reproduce   as   well   as   I   was
able    in    English   the   following   account    which   \on   Meyer
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gives   of   tlie   skull   in   Ornltliosaurians   from   the   Lithographic
slate*,

"   The   skull   of   the   Pterodactyles,   which   Oken   placed   between
Chameleon   and   Crocodile,   after   all   can   only   be   compared   to
the   skulls   of   birds   and   of   lizards.   The   preponderating   resem-

blance to  the  bird's  head  cannot  be  disputed ;  but,  on  the  other
hand,   it   has   opposed   to   it   a   surprising   dissimilarity   in   certain
parts,   which   incline   to   the   type   of   the   Sauria.   Several   spe-

cies  are   characterized   by   an   exceedingly   depressed   snout,
which   occurs   more   frequently   in   birds.   In   other   respects,
also,   the   general   shape   of   the   head   is   more   like   birds   than
it   is   Hke   reptiles,   which   show   a   cranium   more   or   less   flattened.
The   bats,   which   deserve   notice   as   flying   Vertebrata,   are   en-

tirely  mammalian   animals,   and   totally   diiferent,   especially   in
their   heads.   In   Pterodactyles,   as   in   birds,   the   bones   of   the
skull   blend   together   so   imperceptibly   that   their   sutures   at
best   are   only   indistinctly   seen,   and   are   sometimes   obliterated  ;
while   even   in   full-grown   reptiles   they   are   all   to   be   made   out
with   great   distinctness.   There   is   the   more   difficulty   in   ascer-

taining  the   structure   of   the   Pterodactyle   skull,   since   generally
only   the   lateral   aspect   is   exposed,   and   hence   we   get   scarcely
any   information   about   its   upper   and   under   surfaces.   Among
the   skulls   which   are   exposed   from   the   side,   information   is   at
times   afforded   by   those   m   which   the   parts   have   suffered   some
displacement  ;   but   the   separations   so   produced   are   to   be   ac-

cepted  with   great   caution,   for   they   do   not   always   coincide
with   the   real   boundaries   of   the   bones.

^'   The   temporal   bone   in   Pterodactyhis   contributes   essentially
to   the   formation   of   the   arch   of   the   skull   or   brain-case,   which
is   considered   to   be   one   of   the   chief   characteristics   of   a   bird's
skull,   and   finds   no   counterpart   in   the   skulls   of   Lacertians.
The   snout   also   shows   the   most   marked   similarity   to   that   of
birds,   since   it   comprises   only   one   bone   (regarded   as   the   inter-

maxillary),  which   constitutes   in   Pterodactylus   the   anterior
margin   of   the   anterioi*   nares  :   exceptions   to   this   seem   to   be
Pterodactvlxis   lonoicollum   and   P.   scolovacicevs.      As    in   birds.

intermaxillary

l>on
form  of  a

A   similar   intermaxillary   ridge   is
also   found   in   Monitor^   but   of   less   extent.   The   simple   bone
which   constituted   the   beak   in   Pterodactylus  ^   however,   was   not
of   a   spongy   nature,   favourable   for   the   reception   of   air,   as   in

the

XTom  •  /.ur  rauna  der  Vorw
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cany   a   homj   beak.   For   tliis   reason,   also,   it   was   not   required
that   the   intermaxillary   ridge   should   become   elastic   or   form   a
sort   of   hinge   before   it   met   tlie   chief   frontal   bone,   bj   which
means,   as   is   well   known,   the   beak   of   birds   becomes   movable.
It   consists   of   dense   solid   bone,   which   at   the   utmost   can   only
be   distinguished   from   the   other   bones   of   the   head   {which   are
exceedingly   thin,   as   in   birds)   by   its   presenting   a   finely   striated
surface,   which,   however,   is   also   sometimes   to   be   seen   in   otlier
Pterodactyle-bones.   Here,   therefore,   we   see   the   beak   of   birds
adapted   to   an   animal   with   an   immovable   snout   armed   with   teeth.

^   How   little   the   homy   beak   or   the   horny   covering   of   the
jaw   is   connected   with   the   blending   by   anchylosis   of   the   skull-
bones,   and   with   the   formation   of   a   bird-like   intermaxillary,   is
demonstrated   by   the   fact   that   in   tm*tles   the   bones   are   seen   to
be   separate  ;   the   toothless   Rhynchosaurus   also   proves   it,   as
does   the-D^"oynoc?07^,   whose   jaws   show   teeth   and   horn-covering
at   the   same   time,   which   one   could   hardly   even   deny   to   birds,
if   the   two   little   teeth   which   subserve   the   rubbing   through   of
the   egg-shell   were   to   be   regarded   as   true   teeth.   Mayer   of
Bonn   has   proved   those   on   the   upper   beak   of   the   mature   chick
in   the   ^gg   to   be   tegumentary   structures*.   The   like   structure
is   found   in   the   crocodile,   and   to   some   extent   in   turtles   also.

"   The   highest   point   in   the   profile   of   the   skull   is   formed   by
the   principal   frontal   bone.   This   accords   with   the   arrangement
in   birds   as   much   as   does   the   fact   that   the   principal   frontal
bone   is   double,   bounds   the   whole   of   the   upper   and   hind   part
of   the   orbit,   and   covers   the   greater   part   of   the   cerebrum,
which   consisted   of   two   hemispheres,   in   which   Oken   recognized
a   resemblance   to   higher   animals.

"   The   posterior   vault   of   the   skull   is   bird-like.   The   double
parietal   bone   succeeds   behind   the   principal   frontal   bone,   and
is   constituted   as   in   birds.   GeofTroy,   regarding   the   mastoid   as
the   parietal,   described   this   bone   in   birds   as   the   interparietal.

"   The   supraoccipital   seems   to   be   single   as   in   birds,   and
tolerably   well   expanded  ;   it   generally   forms   that   part   of   the
skull   which   lies   furthest   back.   The   side   bone   of   the   occiput
[exoccipital]   lies   lower   down,   and   was   probably   directed   some-

what  forward,   as   in   birds.      No  information  could  be  obtained

the  lateral  ^
found.     From

[b
tyl

it   may   be   concluded   that   the   foramen   magnum   must   have
situate

assume
as   in   bii'ds,   and   not   as   in   mammals   and   reptiles.
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"   The   temporal   bone   lies   on   the   outside   of   the   parietal   and
principal   frontal   bones,   and   chiefly   forms   the   temporal   fossa.
Anteriorly   it   does   not   appear   to   enter   into   the   formation   of
the   margin   of   the   orbital   cavities^   as   it   does   in   birds,   but   is
•ather   displaced   here,   as   in   the   Sauria,   by   the   postfrontal   bone.

This   bone   approximates   to   that   of   the   chameleon   j   its   hind-
most  branch   (which   cannot   very   well   be   regarded   as   a   back-
ward  extension   of   the   jugal)   forms   the   exterior   boundary   of

the   temporal   fossa,   by   uniting   with   a   process,   probably   of   the
mastoid,   since   it   can   hardly   be   supposed   to   come   from   the
exoccipital.   I   would   here   remark   that   the   exterior   closing   of
the   cavity   or   ring   for   the   passage   of   the   temporal   muscles   also
occurs   in   birds.

"   The   malar   and   superior   maxillary   do   not   follow   the   type
of   birds.   The   malar   consists   of   a   smgle   bone,   which   forms
the   greater   part   of   the   anterior   and   inferior   boundary   of   the
orbit   of   the   eye   (which   is   surrounded   with   bones),   and   in   this
respect   resembles   most   of   all   certain   lizards,   such   as   the
dragons   and   Iguana.   In   birds   the   cavity   for   the   eye   is   not
generally   closed   below   with   bones  ;   but   whenever   it   is   so
closed,   it   is   not   by   the   malar   bone.

^^   The   process   of   the   malar   bone   which   ascends   in   front   of
the   orbit   connects   itself,   while   closing   the   margin   of   the   eye-
cavity,   with   a   bone   descending   from   above.   It   is   the   more
difRcult   to   determine   this   bone,   since   immediately   in   front   or
at   some   distance   from   it   is   seen   a   similar   bone,   which   points
downward   and   attenuates   tow^ards   the   end.   Of   these   two
bones   the   hinder   one   represents   a   similar   bone   in   the   bird's
skull  ;   only   there,   owing   to   the   peculiar   construction   of   the
malar   bone,   it   hangs   dow^n   free,   and   has   been   termed   by   Bo-
janus   con'cctly   the   lachrymal,   and   by   others   the   supraorbital*
In   that   case   the   foremost   of   the   two   bones   is   the   prefrontal
bone,   which   in   birds   is   clearly   developed   at   the   back   comer   of
the   nostril.   In   certain   living   lizards   {Monitor  j   Iguana^   SteUio)
the   prefrontal   bone   also   contributes   towards   the   formation   of
the   margin   of   the   nares  ;   and   in   Lacertians   in   general   the
lachrymal   bone   connects   itself   with   the   malar   bone   to   form
the   front   part   of   the   border   of   the   orbital   cavity.   In   addition
to   this,   there   is   to   be   found   (in   Monitor  ^   for   instance)   a   Supra-

orbital bone,  which  also  characterizes  certain  birds.
"   The   great   orbital   cavities   (bordered   all   round   with   bones)

in   the   back   part   of   the   skull   were   at   least   partially   separated
by   a   bony   partition,   and   contained,   as   in   some   lizards   and
birds,   a   bony   ring   for   strengthening   the   sclerotic   membrane.
In   some   Pterodactyles   this   sclerotic   ring   seems   to   be   absent;
at   least   I   have   not   yet   been   able   to   find   it   in   Rhamphorliynchis,

s^

Ĵ̂
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When   this   ring   is   found,   it   either   consists   of   a   single   smooth
piece   {Pterodactylus   scolopactceps  ^   P.   crassirostru)   or   is   made
up   of   small   plates,   Avhich   lie   over   each   other,   and   which   may
be    either    smooth     {Pterodactylus   KocM)     or   granulated     (P.
Meyeri)  .

*^   The   nostril   was   double,   and   often   distinguished   by   its
large   size.     The   two   holes,   however,   were   not   separated   inter-

nally  by   a   partition   of   a   partly   bony   consistence,   as   Oken
supposed.     In   Pterodactylus   KocMy   and   still   more   distinctly   in
P.   lonyicollicm,   it   can   be   seen   that   the   part   which   was   thouglit
to   be   the   bony   remnant   of   this   septum   is   really   the   exterior
bone,   in   which   the   anterior   corner   of   the   nostril   is   seen   to   be
cut   out.     This   bone,   like   most   of   the   skull-bones   of   the   Ptero-
dactyles,   is   very   thin.     But   as   the   intennaxillary   ridge,   which
overlies   it   and   extends   to   the   principal   frontal   bone,   is   con-

siderably thicker,   as  is  also  the  lower  margin   of  the  jaw,
which   in   that   part   is   generally   provided   with   teeth,   it   could
not   but   happen,   owing   to   the   pressure   to   which   these   petrifac-

tions have  been  subjected,   that   the  thin  exterior   bone  received
a   more   depressed   position   in   comparison   with   its   borders.      It
thus   acquired   the   appearance   of   a   thin   bony   partition   in   the
inside   of   the   skull.

"   Between   the   nostril   and   the   orbit   lies   a   third   opening,
which   again   reminds   one   of   the   bird's   skull,   which   also   pos-

sesses a   boneless   space  between  the  prefrontal   and  lachrymal
bones   j   this   middle   opening   is   seen   to   be   completely   surroimded
with   bones   in   the   Ekamphorhynchtj   where   it   is   smaller   and

m
as   in   Pterodactylus   crasstrostris^   for   instance,   and   perhaps   also
in   P.   hrevirostrts   and   P.   MeyerL   In   others,   however,   this
opening   is   only   partially   separated   by   bones   from   the   nostril,
and   varies   in   size   according   to   the   distance   of   the   prefrontal
from   the   lachrymal.   These   two   bones   are   sometimes   so   near
together,   that   the   middle   hole   seems   scarcely   developed,   or
may   even   not   be   noticed   at   all,   as,   for   instance,   in   P.   KocM]
and   P.   longtcollum   and   P.   rhamphastinus   may   justify   the   con-

viction  that   there   are   Pterodactyles   which   really   have   no
middle   hole.   Where   the   middle   hole   is   completely   bordered
by   bones,   the   separation   between   it   and   the   orbital   cavitjr   is
made   by   the   makr   and   lachrymal   bones  ;   and   the   separation
between   it   and   the   nostril   is   made,   if   not   wholly,   as   in   birds.

bone

very
"   One   of   the   most   important   bones   is   the   quadratC;,   to   which

the   lower   jaw   articulates.   This   bone   is   not   quadratic,   as   in
birds,   but   cylindrical   and   shaft-like,   which   circumstance   ^vas
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regarded   by   Cuvier   and   Oken   as   an   infallible   sign   that   the
Pterodactyle   was   a   saurian   reptile,   and   not   a   mammal.   In
thisj   as   in   some   other   parts,   the   animal   show^s   the   greatest
similarity   to   the   chameleon,   in   whichj   however,   the   back   of
the   skull   is   not   arch-like,   as   in   birds,   but   sharper   in   its
backward   prolongation,   and   therefore   quite   different   from
Pterodactytus.   It   is   characteristic   of   Pterodactylus   that   the
articulation   of   the   lower   jaw   lies   more   or   less   in   front   of   the
posterior   angle   of   the   orbit.   In   birds   this   region   lies   further
backward;   and   in   lizards   it   is   coincident   with   the   posterior
termination   of   the   temporal   fossa.

'^   At   the   same   time   the   lower   jaw   of   the   Pterodactyle,   except
in   being   armed   with   teeth,   closely   resembles   that   of   birds.     The
very   firm   union   of   its   rami,   their   flat   ledge-like   form,   their
straight   antero-posterior   direction,   and   slight   vertical   curve,
the   facing   of   its   articular   surface   (^vhich   lies   rather   backward),
and   the   surprising   shortness   of   the   process   which   is   behind
it   greatly   remind   us   of   the   lower   jaw   in   birds,   and,   among
reptiles,   of   the   chameleon   and   the   turtle.      Sometimes   traces
of   sutures   are   visible,   by   which   the   composition   of   the   lower
jaw   may   be   apparently   made   out.      Externally,   between   the
teeth   and   the   articular   cavity,   is   a   small   marginal   ledge,   se-

parated  by   a   suture,   and   on   the   lower   margin   of   a   similar
ledge   is   seen   the   angular   bone.      On   the   space   between   these
two   ledges   no   other   suture   can   be   distinguished.      It   is   not
conceivable   that   the   dentaiy   bone,   which   forms   the   chief   part
of   the   lower   jaw,   extended   as   far   back   as   the   region   of   the
articulation  :   it   is   rather   to   be   presumed   that   the   piece   which
lies   between   the   two   ledges   belonged   to   the   coronoid   bone,
although   its   anterior   and   posterior   boundaries   cannot   be   de-

fined.   In  the  crocodile  the  superior  margin  between  the  teeth
and   the   articular   cavity   is   formed   by   the   coronoid   bone,   which
in   this   region   shares   with   the   angular   bone   in   chiefly   forming
the   outer   surface.     In   lizards   the   upper   margin   is   bounded   by
the   coronoid   [Mondbein],   which   is   not   seen   externally   in   croco-

diles,  but   in   the   chameleon   it   forms   a   surprisingly   strongly   de-
veloped coronoid  process  which  does  not  occur  in  Pterodactyles.

In   birds,   however,   as   in   Pterodactyles,   one   seems   to   see   traces
of   a   small   upper   marginal   ledge,   which   would   belong   to   the
coronoid.      The   angular   bone   also   sho^vs   itself   externally   in
birds   and   lizards,   as   w^ell   as   in   Pterodactyles,   only   as   a   small
marginal   ledge  ;   but   at   the   same   time,   in   birds   and   lizards,   at
the   spot   where   both   ledges   terminate   anteriorly,   a   clear   sepa-

ration between  the  coronoid   and  dentary   bones  may  be   seen.
Hence   it   results   that   the   lower   jaw   of   the   Pterodactyles,   at
any   rate,   is,   even   in   its   composition,   only   to   be   compared   to
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those   of   birds   and   lizards  ;   but   the   foramen   is   missing   from   it
which   perforates   the   hinder   half   oi   the   lower   jaw   in   birds   and
m   crocodiles.   With   all   this   resemblance,   it   is   amazing   to   see
the   jaAvs   armed   with   teeth,   which   are   planted   in   separate
alveoli,   like   those   of   crocodiles,   and   which   have   the   succes-
sional   tooth   at   the   side   of   the   old   one,   as   in   lizards.   The
mechanism   of   the   hjoid   bone   is   more   bird-   and   reptile-like."

So   far   as   the   evidence   goes.   Von   Meyer   is   clear   about   the
avian   character   of   the   premaxillarj   bone.   This   Professor
Owen   ignores  :   but   in   the   description   of   his   plate   17   the   pre-
maxillarj   is   made   verj   small,   after   the   manner   of   crocodiles  ;
and   the   maxillary   bone   accordingly   holds   most   of   the   teeth.
This   was   the   view   held   by   Prof.   Owen   in   his   ^   Odontography.'
In   the   PaloBontographical   Society's   volume   for   1851   was
figured   the   premaxillary   bone   of   Pterodactylus   compressirostris
(Owen),   which   extended   back   to   the   nasal   cavity,   and   demon-

strated  that   the   teeth   were   in   the   premaxillary   bone.   Ac-
cordingly Prof.  Owen  made  a  restoration  of  the  skull,  in  which

the   premaxillary   and   maxillary   bones   have   avian   proportions.
But   in   Dimoiyhodon   it   is   said   of   the   premaxillary,   ^^   The   pair  ^
by   confluence   or   connation,   constitute   the   fore   part   of   the
upper   jaw   "   (p.   58).   And   in   the   description   of   plate   17   it   is
said,   ''   Beyond   the   fourth   alveolus   the   maxillary   (20)   appears,
underlapping   the   part   of   the   premaxillary   (22")   which   defines
the   lower   and   anterior   part   of   the   narial   vacuity  ;   the   maxil-

lary  is   continued   straight   backward,'^   &c.   (p.   43).   This   is
substantially   repeated   at   p.   58,   where   the   length   of   the   lateral
alveolar   rays   of   the   premaxillary   bone   is   given   at   about
1^   inch.   Accordingly   I   turn   to   the   figures  :   plate   17   is   let-

tered  to   agree   with   the   description  ;   but   plate   18   (the   new
specimen   on   which   the   monograph   is   chiefly   founded)   is   let-

tered so  as  not  to  agree  with  the  description,  since  the  whole
of   the   teeth   are   put   into   the   premaxillary   bone,   which   is   repre-
sented   after   the   type   of   Cretaceous   and   German   Omitho-
saurlans,   only   of   greater   extent,   and   separated   from   the   small
maxillary   bone   by   a   well-marked   suture.   But   at   p.   64   it   is
said,   *^   In   no   Pterosaurian   has   any   obvious   and   unmistakable
suture   been   seen   indicative   of   the   resj^ective   shares   taken   by
maxillary   (21)   and   premaxillary   (22)   m   the   fonnation   of   the
dentigerous   part   of   the   upper   jaw,"   &c.   If   so,   it   is   not   evi-

dent  why   Prof.   Owen   assertecf,   but   a   few   pages   before,   that
there   was   a   suture,   and   described   the   extent   and   character   of
the   alveolar   rays   of   the   premaxillary   bone.   If   we   are   to   be-

lieve  this   last   statement,   then   it   is   evident   that   both   views
given   in   the   plates   are   incorrect,   and   that   every   passage   in
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the   text   whicli   describes   the   limit   of   tlie   premaxillary   bones
is   equally   erroneous.   Yet^   notwithstanding   this   statement,
Prof.   Owen   continueSj   in   the   next   sentence  :   "   Both   bones
combine   to   support   the   array   of   teeth  ;   they   have   coalesced^   at
least   at   their   external   or   faci-alveolar   plates,   as   likewise   have
the   right   and   left   premaxillary   portions   forming   the   fore   end
of   the   upper   jaw.   The   suture   between   this   premaxillo-
maxillary   bone   and   the   suborbital   portion   of   the   zygomatic
arch   remains.   Accordingly   there   is   a   choice   of   analogies   in
the   interpretation   of   the   observed   facts   :   a   portion   of   the   com-

pound  bone   may   be   assigned   to   the   premaxillary,   according
to   the   analogy   of   the   crocodile   and   lizard  ;   or   the   whole   maybe
called   premaxillary,   according   to   the   analogy   of   the   Ichthj'O-
saur."   If   the   latter   part   of   this   paragraph   is   true,   it   convicts
the   former   part   of   stating   things   about   the   bones   which   are
obviously   erroneous.      But   it   is   not   clear   why   Professor   Owen

It   looks   as   thoughosaurian
there   was   a   foregone   conclusion   that   the   animal   must   be   a
reptile  ;   and   if   not   allied   to   living   types,   then   it   must   be   allied
to   a   fossil   reptile.     But   Prof.   Owen   is   unable   to   determine   the

^saicrus  ;   for   in   the   '   Comparative   Anatomy
it   is   both   classified   with   the   Monopnoa

n   extinct   order   of   Dinnoal   rentiles.       In   the
of   the   Vertebrates

wr
May
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teeth   being   in   the   premaxillary   bone   (as   I   inferred   from   Cre-
taceous and  Solenhofen  specimens,  in  accord  with  Von  Meyer),

they   were   simple   and   conical   in   most   animals,   and   that   the
argument   for   their   reptilian   affinity   on   which   Cuvier   relied
was   worthless.   Even   if   they   had   been   in   the
such   an   argument   could   have   no   value,   since   such   teeth   occur
in   Cetaceans.   If   Prof.   Owen   was   battling   against   this   fact,   I
think   he   has   failed  ;   nor   has   any   evidence   been   adduced   to
overthrow   Von   Meyer's   determination.   The   accusation   against
Von   Meyer   that   he   arbitrarily   assumed   the   avian   affinity   of
the   bone   is   unjust,   since   the   translation   has   shown   he   had   found
other   avian   affinities   in   the   skull  ;   while,   even   if   the   other
affinities   had   been   conspicuously   Ichthyosam-ian   (which   they
are   not),   it   would   have   been   unphilosophical   to   affiliate
the   animal   to   IchtJiyosaurus^   which   is   not   a   known   standard   of
organization.

On   the   lower   jaw   it   is   observed,   "   The   dentigerous   mandible,
like   the   maxilla,   speaks   for   the   reptilian   affinity   of   Ptero-
samda."   This   is   contrary   to   fact.   There   is   nothing   in   the
dentition   wkich   might   not   be   expected   in   a   group   of   animals
allied   to   Birds,   while   some   of   its   more   important   features   axe
characteristic   of   both   mammals   and   reptiles.      If   the   osteo-
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logical   affinities   of   birds   are   stronger   with   reptiles   than   with
mammals,   the   teeth   also   might   be   expected,   in   a   bird-ally,   to
have   some   reptilian   characters.   But   to   assert,   without   evi-

dence or  argument,   that  the  dentition  of  these  animals  is   rep-
tilian,  seems  to  dogmatize  on  a  matter  against   which  there  is

actual   evidence   and   theoretical   improbability.   It   can   only   be
by   suppression   of   facts   that   the   teeth   are   named   reptilian.   No
one   has   asserted   that   they   are   avian  ;   but   the   absence   of   teeth
from   the   jaws   oi   Echidna  j   Myrmecohius.   and   Balcena^   among
Mammals,   and   from   the   jaws   of   Chelonians*   among   Reptiles,
is   quite   consistent   with   their   having   allies   in   which   teeth   are

^   developed   j   and   similarly   the   absence   of   teeth   from   the   jaws
of   birds   cannot   militate   against   bird-allies   having   teeth,   if
such   animals   existed.   If,   therefore,   it   shall   be   evident   that
Pterodactyles   have   strong   affinity   with   birds,   it   would   be   im-
philosophical   and   untrue   to   speak   of   the   dentigerous   mandible
as   necessarily   reptilian.

Prof.   Owen   makes   a   difficulty   about   determining   Von
Meyer's   temporal   bone.   SchUifenhein   is   commonly   used   by
German   osteologists   to   indicate   the   bone   in   the   skull   which
gives   attachment   to   the   lower   jaw.   In   the   higher   Yertebrata
Prof.   Owen   names   this   bone   squamosal  ;   in   some   of   the   lower
Vertebrata   the   bone   which   has   that   function   is   named   by

\^   Prof.   Owen   the   mastoid.      Hence   the   difficulty   is   not   with
f'^^   Von   Meyer,   but   follows   from   Prof.   Owen's   theory   of   the   skull.

Von   Meyer   is   singularly   clear   about   the   relations   of   his   tem-
poral  bone  :   entermg   into   the   brain-cavity   as   in   birds,   and

forming   much   of   the   temporal   fossa,   it   is   exterior   to   the   parietal
and   frontal   bones,   and   does   not   enter   into   the   orbit.   These
are   the   relations   of   the   squamosal   bone   in   the   common   cock  ;
and   I   have   accordingly   (as   the   Ornithocheirus   from   the   Cam-

bridge  Greensand   entirely   agrees   in   these   points   with   Von
Meyer's   description)   made   a   preparation   oi   ^   the   skull   of   a
chicken,   which   is   here   figured   side   by   side   with   a   Greensand

^   Squamosal   bone.

I

...Squamosal
bone.

aa   ««
Bird.   Pterodactyle.

As
life  in  Balccna  and  Tri&nyx.
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Ornithosaurian   cranium.   It   appears   to   me   to   demonstrate
that   there   can   be   no   doubt   about   Von   Meyer's   ^'   ScMcifenhein'^'*
being   the   squamosal,   and   that   it   is   altogether   avian.

Yetj   notwithstanding   this   clear   and   incontrovertible   evidence,
Prof.   Owen   concludes   that   the   result   of   his   "   analysis   of   a
main   ground   of   Von   Meyer's   assertion   as   to   the   incontestable
similarity   between   the   Pterosaurian   and   Avian   tjrpes   of   cranial
structure   "   has   not   a   little   tended   to   shake   his   confidence   in
the   grounds   on   which   Von   Meyer   pronounced   definite   judg-

ment  in   the   matter.   If   Prof.   Owen   was   conversant   with   the
facts,   as   I   have   here   figured   them,   this   is   a   gross   misrepre-

sentation of  Von  Meyer ;  and  if  he  was  not  cognizant  of  the
true   structure   of   the   bird's   skull,   the   remarks   upon   Von   Meyer
which   I   have   quoted   should   not   have   been   written.   German
Omithosaurians   difier   from   birds   in   having   a   postfrontal   bone
of   Lacertian   form   ;   but   the   fact   that   that   bone   may   articulate
with   the   squamosal   does   iiot   alter   the   avian   characters   of   the
squamosal   bone,   which   does   not   enter,   in   any   reptile,   into   the
formation   of   the   cranial   cavity.

Prof.   Owen   states   that   the   quadrate   bone   (tympanic,   Owen)
is   immovably   ai'ticulated   to   the   squamosal   (mastoid,   Owen),
opisthotic   (paroccipital,   Owen),   and   quadrato-jugal   (squamosal,
Owen).   These   relations   are   not   evident   either   from   the   de-

scription or  figures  of  Dimorjphodon.  And,  so  far  as  the  Omi-
thosaurians from  the  Cambridge  Greensand  are  concerned,

the   statement   is   erroneous  ;   for   the   quadrate   bone   had   a   free
and   bird-like   articulation   with   the   skull,   and   a   bird-like   union
with   the   quadrato-jugal,   with   which   bone   in   some   species   it   is
anchylosed.   No   specimens   afford   such   facilities   for   examina-

tion  as   those   from   the   Upper   Greensand  ;   and   it   is   not   impro-
bable  that   identical   characters   occur   in   other   Omithosaurians,

though   in   a   ^roup   so   large   much   variation   may   be   anticipated.
In   most   birds   there   is   in   the   skull   a   middle   hole   between

the   nasal   and   orbital   holes  ;   and   in   this   character   they   are
matched   by   most   Pterodactyles.   Prof,   Owen   reminds   us   that
a   representative   of   this   foramen   characterizes   the   extinct   Te-
leosauria,   and   occurs   in   the   recent   lizard   Lyriocephalus.   But
to   stop   with   that   statement   is   to   convey   to   the   reader   who   is
not   conversant   with   recent   specimens   an   incorrect   idea   of
affinity,   since,   to   give   an   unbiased   idea,   it   should   have   been
added   that   in   this   character   Pterodactyles   are   paralleled   by
numerous   ruminant   mammals.   But   any   reasoning   on   affinity
from   isolated   characters   is   obviously   absurd  ;   and   this   charac-

ter,  as   reptilian,   avian,   or   mammalian,   can   only   have   weight
in     the   sum   of   those   characters     which     define   the   aniraal's
plan   of   structure.

'40-
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The   malar   bone   is   discussed   in   a   similar   spirit,   it   being
said   tliat_   therein   the   Pterodactyles   resemble   Crocodiles.   On
all   occasions   resemblances   to   the   crocodile   are   seen.   Thus
the   squamosal   bone   (mastoid   of   Owen)   is   affirmed   to   resemble
that   of   the   crocodile  ;   the   postfrontal   bone   is   likened   to   that
of   a   crocodile  ;   the   middle   hole   of   the   skull   is   compared   to
lizards premaxillarj

quadrate
pared   to   lizards'   and   crocodiles'  ;   the   mandible   in   some   of   its
characters   is   compared   to   a   fish's,   in   others   to   a   crocodile's.   AH
this   has   a   tendency   to   make   readers   believe,   if   they   have   no
other   source   of   information,   that   the   Pterodactjle   skull   is
crocodilian,   which   it   is   not.

This   crocodilian   bias   or   taint   running   through   Prof.   Owen's
memoir   deprives   his   comparisons   of   all   value  ;   for   It   prevents
him   from   statins   the   whole   truth  :     and     to   state   that   the

truth
Omconvey   an   erroneous   idea.      The   malar   l

sauria   may   be   said   with   equal   truth   to   be   chelonian,   and,   so
far     as     its     essential   relations   to   the   orbit,    maxillaiy,    and

Mammal
Pterodact

characters   are   unmistakable,   such   as   F.   scolopaciceps^   is   cer-
tainly  not   crocodilian,   but   lacertian.   In   the   Ornithosaurians

from   the   Cambridge   Greensand   there   is   no   evidence   whether
it   existed  ;   and   if   it   was   developed,   it   could   only   have   been
applied   to   the   exterior   of   a   bird-like   cranium.   And   for   the
other   alleged   crocodilian   characters,   I   can   state   that   no   one   of
them   has   even   slight   evidence   to   support   it  :   the   premaxil-
lary   there   Is   no   reason   for   thinkin
quadrate   bone   Is   avian.

Then   with   regard   to   other   bones   which,   in   German   Ptero-
dactyles at  least,  present  no  ambiguity,  Prof.  Owen  is  silent.

The   parietal   and   frontal   are   such   bones.   It   will   be   evident
from   Von   Meyer,   however,   that   they   are   not   crocodilian  ;   and
if   their   resemblances   to   other   animals   were   known   to   Prof.
Owen,   some   indication   of   these   affinities   should   have   been
given.

Then,   with   regard   to   the   brain,   it   is   said,   "   The   lodgment
of   the   poorly   developed   brain   enlists   a   miserably   small   pro-

portion  of   the   skull"   (p.   49)*.   The   epithet   miserably   does
not   state   a   scientific   fact,   and   must   be   objected   to   as   endea-

vouring to  make  a  feeling  of  contempt  do  duty  for  a  knowledge

•   Prof.   Owen  (Anat.   Vertebrates,   vol.   ii.   p.   121)   says,   In   the   bii^e
Binomis  the  brain  does  not  exceed  2^  inches  in  length,  and  2  inches  m
width.
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of   structure.   Immediately   afterwardsj   however,   it   is   justly
remarked   that   the   skull   is   enormously   large   in   JDimorphodoUy
even   for   an   Ornithosaurlan.   It   is   also   remarked   that   "   the
parietals   swell   out   slightly   at   the   temporal   foss,   indicative   of
the   size   and   saurian   position   of   the   mesencephalon"  —  that   is^   of
the   optic   lobes.   It   is   due   to   a   correct   appreciation   of   this   fact
to   mention   that   in   the   Eeport   of   the   Syndics   of   the   Cambridge
University   Museums   to   the   Senate   for   1868-1869,   Prof.
Sedgwick   stated   that   I   had   been   able   to   prove,   by   casts   [na-

tural  moulds]   from   the   brain-cavity,   that   Pterodactyles   pos-
sessed  a   cerebral   organization   as   high   as   that   of   birds.   A

copy   of   that   report   was   sent   to   Prof.   Owen  ;   and   thereupon
Prof.   Owen   wrote   to   me   asking   for   a   cast   of   the   brain-cavity.
No   casts   have   been   taken  ;   and   the   specimen   was   placed   m
my   hands   on   the   condition   that   no   casts   were   to   be   distributed
till   the   specimen   was   figured   and   described   by   me.   I   accord-

ingly  mentioned   to   Prof.   Owen   the   main   facts   proved   by   the
specimen   about   its   avian   characters.   Therefore,   long   before
his   monograph   was   published,   Prof.   Owen   was   aware   that   a
specimen   existed,   and   was   about   to   be   figured,   which   would
§how   that   the   size   and   position   of   the   mesencephalon   was   not
saurian,   but   avian.   Nox   was   Prof.   Owen   unaware   of   the
value   of   this   character  ;   for   in   the   '   Comparative   Anatomy   of
the   Vertebrates   '   it   is   said   of   the   bird's   brain,   "   It   differs   from
the   brain   of   every   other   class   in   the   lateral   and   inferior   posi-

tion of  the  optic  lobes."
I   know   nothing   of   the   brain   of   Bimorphodon   j   but   the

second   figure   represents   the   outline   of   the   cerebrum   and   cere-
bellum  in   an   Ornithosaurian   from   the   Cambridge   Greensand.

Another   specimen*   shows   the   lateral   and   inferior   position   of
the   optic   lobes-

Strix  otus. Pterodactyle, Omithorhynchus, Crocodile.
o,  optic  lobes ;  c,  cerebenum.

Figured  in  my  work  on  the  Ornithosaiiria,

1
h

>
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In   the   Pterodactjle   here   figured^   the   region   of   the   cerebellum
is   onlj   partly   preserved,   and,   as   is   also   proved   by   the   frag-

ments  of   the   squamosal   bones   at   the   sides,   was   longer.   On
comparing   it   with   the   other   figures,   I   do   not   think   there   can
be   any   doubt   that,   so   far   as   it   differs   from   the   bird's   brain,
it   approaches   mammals   rather   than   reptiles,   Now,   since   the
Pterodactyle   has   an   essentially   avian   brain,   I   hold   that   the
legitimate   inference   in   any   case   of   divided   affinity   with   regard
to   the   skull-bones   is   that   the   true   affinity   is   avian.   Therefore
I   infer   that   the   existence   of   middle   holes   in   the   Perodactyle
skull   is   avian,   and   neither   reptilian   nor   mammalian  —  and   that
those   other   points   of   structure   which   are   common   to   reptiles
are   proved   by   these   brains   to   be   consistent   with   an   avian   plan
of   organization,   and   that   in   this   case   they   were   indispensable
for   its   manifestation.   If   this   result   is   legitimate   (and   I   can
see   no   bar   against   it,   unless   it   were   wholly   contradicted   by
the   remainder   of   the   organism),   the   fact   becomes   one   of   the
highest   possible   importance   in   the   investigation   of   the   fossil
animals   usually   named   reptiles,   because   it   enables   us   to   use
the   Ornithosaurian   structures   as   data   for   comparison   and   rea-

soning, in  a  way  that  gives  a  new  classificational  value  to  the
stmctui'es   which   approximate   to   them.

I   next   turn   to   the   vertebral   column.   Here,   too,   Prof.   Owen
presses   for   a   predominant   crocodilian   affinity.   It   is   observed,
"   Counting   the   axis   with   the   small   coalesced   atlas   as   one,   I
give   seven   cervical   vertebrge   to   the   Dimorphodon   macronyx^'^  —  -
that   is,   eight   cervical   vertebrae  ;   and   it   is   added,   "   Cuvier
concluded   that   there   were   not   fewer   than   seven,   as   in   Croco-
dilia   and   Mammalia,   or   more   than   eight,   as   in   Chelonia."   If
those   vertebree   in   which   the   rib   is   partly   supported   by   the
neural   arch   and   partly   by   the   centrum   are   counted   separately
and   named   pectoral,   then   the   crocodile   has   eight   cervical
vertebrae   and   Chelonians   nine.   Further   on,   Prof.   Owen   says
that   KhamphorliyncTim   Gemmingi   has   six   cervicals   (counting
the   atlas   and   axis   as   one   (though   why   this   is   done   is   not   evi-

dent), and  he  suspects  a  seventh — concluding,  ^  ^' Thus  It  is
plain   that   the   Pterosauria   exemplify   the   crocodilian   affinity
m   the   cervical   region   of   the   vertebral   column."   On   tins
matter   Prof.   Owen   has   adduced   no   evidence   except   what   I
have   quoted.   Hence   it   is   clear   that   even   the   number   of   ver-
tebrse   is   not   certainly   in   accord   with   crocodiles,   and   may^   be
mammalian;   while   no   Pterodactyle   has   ever   shown   the   cervical
ribs   of   a   crocodile,   any   more   than   any   crocodile   has   ever
shown   the   neural   arch   or   pneumatic   foramina   of   a   Pterodac-

tyle  ;   so   that,   so   far   from   the   case   being   as   Prof.   Owen
represents   it,   no   Pterodactyle   has   shown   any   evidence   of
crocodilian   affinity   in   this   part   of   its   body.
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Buckland's   inference   that   the   dorsal   vertebree   are   crocodilian
is   quoted   with   approval,   and   supported^   though   with   the   cau-

tion  that   the   procoelian   cup   and   ball   is   also   Lacertian   and
limited   among   crocodiles   to   the   newer   type.   In   the   Creta-

ceous  Ornithosauria,   on   which   I   can   speak   with   most   confi-
dence, the  dorsal  vertebras  no  more  show  crocodilian  characters

than   do   the   cervical   vertebrse.   Speaking   very   vaguely,   it
might   be   suggested   that   the   typical   mammalian   modification
of   the   earlier   vertebrse   is   to   have   the   ball   in   front,   and   the
typical   reptilian   condition   to   have   the   cup   in   front,   while   in
birds   the   cup   and   ball   are   combined   in   one   anterior   articular   ^
surface  ;   but   the   exceptions   are   so   considerable   that   the   idea
is   merely   suggestive   of   affinities.   In   young   pigeons   the   carti-

laginous epiphyses  come  away  from  the  dorsal  centrum,  and
leave   flat   or   slightly   concave   articular   ends  —  a   condition   cha-

racteristic of  some  dorsal  vertebrse  of  Cretaceous  birds.  The
procoelous   articulation   can   only   be   a   mark   of   crocodilian   affinity
in   a   crocodile.

On   the   sacrum   it   is   remarked,   "   With   all   the   evidence   that
the   Pterosauria,   like   the   Dinosauria   and   Dicynodontia,   ex-

ceeded  the   sacral   formulae   prevailing   in   existing   Crocodilia
and   Lacertia,   we   should   gain   no   firm   ground   therefrom   for
predicating   avian   affinity   or   for   building   thereon   a   derivative
hypothesis   of   the   class   of   Birds.   Many   existing   Chelonian
reptiles   have   a   sacrum   composed   of   more   than   two   vertebrse."   i
The   Pterodactyle   sacrum   has   nothing   in   common   with   that   of
any   true   {t,   e,   living)   reptile.   There   is   ncr   evidence   on   record
that   I   am   aware   of   sufficient   to   prove   that   either   Dinosaurs   or
Dicynodonts   are   reptiles.   Nor   have   I   ever   seen   three   vertebrse
anchylosed   into   a   sacrum   in   any   Chelonian  ;   and   even   if   such
a   specimen   could   be   found,   mere   number   of   bones   would   not
settle   the   question.   On   the   other   hand,   the   sacrum   of   an
Omithosaurian   is   very   unlike   that   of   a   true   bird.

On   the   tall   it   is   said,   "   As   we   cannot,   with   Sommerring,   In-
sist  on   the   shortness   of   the   tail   in   some   Pterosauria   as   proof

that   they   were   birds,   so   neither   can   we   conclude,   from   the
length   of   the   tail   in   other   Pterosauria,   that   they   were   rep-

tiles."  But   in   this   part   of   the   skeleton   Omithosaurians   differ
in   more   important   characters   than   the   number   of   the   vertebra?.
The   highly   organized   Cambridge   family   Omithocheiridse   have
caudal   vertebrse   in   which   the   neural   arch   is   persistent   down
the   tail,   as   in   reptiles   and   birds  ;   while   some   at   least   of   the
German   specimens   have   the   mammalian   modification   in   which
the   tail   terminates   with   vertebrae   from   which   the   neural   arches
have   disappeared,   as   in   Dimorphodon.

From   these   considerations   it   seems   to   me   that,   without   de-
viating from  fact.  Prof.  Owen  might  have  given  to  his  account

!"
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of   the   verteLral   column   less   of   a   crocodilian   bias.   If   its
procoelous   character   is   reptilian,   its   pnenmatic   character   is
avian.      In   its   details   it   has   distinctive   characters   of   its   own.

Prof.   Owen   says   of   the   scapular   arch,   it   retains   in   Ptero-
sauria   its   crocodilian   simplicity.      I   may   state   that   in   Bimor-

^Tiodon   it   has   long   been   recognized   as    entirely   avian,   the
scapula   being   much   more   bird-like   than   in   OrmtkocTieirus.

sternum
omfully.      After   ^   ^

shield-shaped   and   having   a   keel,   it   is   compared   in   parts   to
Crocodiles   and   Iguana  ;   while   at   page   70   is   made   this   state-

ment : — "  In  all  cases  in  which  it  has  been  observed,  the  ster-
anria

Crocodilia."      And   figures   are   given   intended   to   suggest   the
same   idea* sternum

sternum
avian   because   no   bird   has   shown   any   approach   to   the   post-
coracoid   lateral   emarginations   which   distinguish   the
of   Ornithocheirus.      It   would   seem   a   very   simple   r
determine   whether   the   truth   is   here   told.      Certainly   some-

milar
Andurmmocneirus   occurs,   among   Dircis,   m   tne   merganser.

wherein   the   distinctive   and   essential   crocodilian   characters   of

h

sternum
syno-v

It   is   not   in   the   dis-

previous   writing   Prof.   Owen   ha^   said   that   Pterodaclvles
therein   are   only   matched   by   birds.   It   is   neither   in   the   keel
nor   the   lateral   emarginations;   for   neither   of   these   occur   in   the
crocodile.   I   am   compelled   again   to   assert   that   Prof.   Owen
has    here   made    statements   which   it   will   be    impossible   to
justify.

carpus,   it   is   said  :  —  "   A   carpus   with   one
large   and   one   small   bone   in   a   proximal   row,   and   with   a   second
large   and   at   least   one   smaller   bone   in   a   distal   row,   is   another
character   by   which   the   Pterodactyles   manifest   their   closer
affinity   to   reptiles   than   to   birds.   Ihe   remains   of   the   gigantic
species   from   the   Cambridge   Greensand   have   yielded   the   cha-

racters  of   the   two  larger   carpal   ossicles."   I   some  time  since
pointed   out   that   the   carpal   bone   which   Prof.   Owen   named
scapho-cuneiform,   and   regarded   as   the   proximal   row,   is   really
the   distal,   while   the   bone   which   was   supposed   to   be   distal   is
proximal.   Osteologically   a   mistake   of   this   kind   is   hard   to
avoid   J   but   it   is   of   considerable   importance,   since   it   would   in-

volve  regarding   the   back   of   the   hand   as   the   front,   and   the
"   little   finger   "   as   the   index   finger.   To   the   talon"of   the   distal
carpal   was   attached   the   lateral   carpal   or   pisiform   bone,   which,
as   m   Chrysochhrts^   supported   the   third   bone   of   the   toreann.
The   distal   carpal   shows   the   articular   surface   for   the   meta-
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carpal   of   the   wing-finger.   Now,   seeing   that   the   pisiform
hone   is   always   on   the   side   of   the   hand   towards   the   little   finger,
it   follows   that   the   wing-metacarpal   is   on   the   side   towards   the
index   finger,   and   is   the   index   finger,   as   in   birds^

I   here   give   for   comparison   diagrams   of   the   carpus   and   me-
tacarpus of  the  Ostrich  and  of  the  Pterodact}4e  Oryiithocheirus ;

and   I   can   only   draw   the   conclusion   that   the   carpus   is   essen-
tially ornithic.

a

^

.d

-  e J

m

Carpus  and  adjacent  bones  of  Ornithocheirus,I  Metacarpus  of  Ostrich.

a,  lateral  carpal ;  h,  ulna ;  r,  radius ;  d,  proximal  carpal ;  e,  distal  carpal ;
w,  index  metacarpal ;  «,  third  metacarpal

pel Prof,
Owen   figures   the   pelvis   in   the   two   different   specimens,   and   in
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the   explanation   adopts   the   reptilian   views   on   the   subject   held
by   Von   Meyer.   ^

In   the   ^   Fauna   der   Vorwelt'   the   case   is   stated   thus.
After   remarking   upon   the   reptilian   character   of   the   ischium,
it   is   observed  :  —  "   This   is   still   more   applicable   to   the   os   pubis,
which   we   have   compared   to   the   marsupial   bones   in   certain
mammals.   In   birds   the   os   pubis   is   quite   distinct,   and   indeed
occupies   a   different   position.   It   is   a   similar   stiliform   bone
directed   backward,   and   it   takes   part   in   the   formation   of   the
acetabulum.   Wagner   believes   that   in   Pterodactyles   the   three
pelvic   bones   take   part   in   forming   the   pelvic   acetabular   cavi-

ties.  The   OS   pubis   appears   to   me   to   be   excluded   therefrom,
and   to   have   degenerated   to   an   appendage   to   the   ischium.
The   exclusion   of   the   os   pubis   from   the   acetabulum   is   observed,
among   saurians,   in   the   crocodile."   Two   years   ago   a   study   of
the   original   specimen   of   Dimorphodon   convinced   me   that   the
bones   which   Von   Meyer   thought   pubic,   and   compared   to   the
marsupial   bones,   really   were   representatives   of   the   marsupial
bones  ;   and   as   I   was   able   to   demonstrate   the   fact   by   the   aid
of   Cambridge   specimens,   a   paper   was   communicated   to   the
Cambridge   Philosophical   Society   "On   the   Mammalian   Affi-

nities  of   Pterodactyles."   The   fact   was   quoted   by   Mr.   Cliiford
in   a   Eoyal-Institution   lecture.      Here   is   shown   the   arrange-

II

— P

Iguana,  seen  from  below Dimorphofton
//

Echidna.
11,  Ilium;  Is,  Ischium;  P.  Pubis;  PP.  Prepnbic.

Ann.   db   Afag.   N.   RisL    Ser.4.     Vol   yI 10
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ment   in   tlie   original   specimen^   whicli   is   repeated   in   the   new
specimen   described   bj   Pf   of,   Owen.   It   may   be   compared   with
the   similar   bones   in   Echidna   and   Iguana.

If   the   anterior   free   triangular   bone   is   identified   as   the   pubic,
then   the   pelvis   has   most   in   common   with   the   crocodile  ;   but
if   the   bone   is   the   prepubic*   or   marsupial   bone,   then   the   pelvis
is   not   reptilian   but   mammalian,   and   any   superstructure   of
affinities   built   upon   its   presumed   reptilian   characters   is   obvi-

ously worthless.
The   foramen   below   the   acetabulum   is   a   representative   of

the   obturator   foramen   of   the   marsupials,   which   occurs   between
the   ischium   and   pubis.   In   the   Cambridge   genera   the   os
innominatum   closely   resembles   that   of   Dimorphodon^   and
through   the   foramen   passes   the   vertical   suture   which   divides
the   pubis   from   the   ischium,   while   a   transverse   suture   divides
the   ilium   from   both   the   other   bones.   Therefore   the   bone
which   Prof.   Owen   has   named   the   ischium   is   clearly   both
ischium   and   pubis,   while   the   free   triangular   bone   is   as   clearly
no   part   of   the   pubis,   but   a   prepubic   bone,   only   comparable   to
the   marsupial   bones   of   mammals.   This   disposes   of   the   cro-

codilian  theory   of   the   pelvis.   I   have   seen  the   prepubic   bone
also   in   both   the   Ptcrodactylid^   and   Hhamphorhynchidfe   ;   and,
like   the   other   pelvic   bones,   it   differs   in   form   m   the   different
families.

Finally,   as   a   mark   of   osteological   affinity   Prof.   Owen   ignores
the   pneumatic   foramina   which   are   found   in   nearly   all   the
bones,   though   they   do   not   occur   in   Keptiles,   and   are   charac-

teristic of  Birds.
From   Prof-   Owen's   osteology   the   conclusions   seem   irresis-

tible :
First,   that   it   was   written   with   a   bias   in   favour   of   the

crocodilian   and   reptilian   affinity   of   Pterodactyles.
Secondly,   that   the   crocodilian   affinity   was   a   delusion   whicl

cannot   be   substantiated   in   a   single   point.
It   is   also   clear   that   it   was   written   as   an   argument   against

their   affinity   with   birds.   I   cannot   but   think   it   undesirable
that   such   bias   should   be   introduced   in   science.

Secondly^   of   PJiilosophy.  —  Here   the   issues   raised   are   of   the
gravest   kind  :  —  first,   upon   the   method   of   determining   an   ani-

mal's  affinities   by   comparing   its   skeleton   with   those   of   other
animals;   and,   secondly,   upon   the   method   of   determining
affinities   by   physiological   inferences   from   structure.

The   following   passage   from   Von   Meyer   is   translated  :
*^   The   skull   of   Pterodactyles   is   essentially   comparable   only

*  By  an  oversight  this  word  has  been  printed  "  epipubic ''  in  my  hooli
of  Pterodactvles.

1

"*T
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with   tliat   of   Birds   and   Saurians.      The   preponderating   resem-
blance   with   the   bird's   skull   cannot   be   contested.      Against   this,

upon
Sauria   is   here   used   in   the   sense   of   Brongniart   and   Cuvier  ;
and   it   is   open   to   the   unbiased   investigator,   and,   indeed,   be-

comes  plainly   his   business,   to   determine   not   merely   whether
avian   or   saurian   characters   predominate   in   the   Pterosaurian
skull,   but   to   define   the   degree   of   affinity   or   correspondence   of
cranial   structure   therein   traceable   to   such   structures   in   Ena-
liosauria,   Dinosauria,   Dicynodontia,   Crocodilia,   Lacertia,   each
of   which   may   be   a   group   organically   of   coordinate   value   with
Aves,"     This   passage   seems   to   me   to   strike   at   the   vfery   exist-

ence  of   comparative   anatomy.     The   object   with   comparison   is,
I   suppose   here,   to   elucidate   affinity,  —  that   is,   to   be   able   to   infer
from   the   hard   parts   of   the   skeleton   what   were   the   soft   and
vital   organs   which   determine   the   systematic   place   of   the   ani-

mal.    This  comparison  can  be  made  with  birds,  and  with  the
living   orders   of   reptiles,   because   the   skeleton   in   them   is   the
exponent   of   definite   and   known   kinds   of   organization   in   the
lungs,   and   heart,   and   brain,   and   reproductive   organs.    If   it   were
not,   comparison   could   give   little   or   no   clue   to   affinity.      But
in   Enaliosauria,   Dinosauria,   and   Dicynodontia   not   one   of   these
organs   is   known  ;   and   I   cannot   but   consider   the   packing   of   these
groups   into   the   E>eptilia,   in   the   absence   of   such   knowledge   or
even   of   osteological   coordination*,   entirely   subversive   of   scien-

tific  investigation.     If   such   comparisons   are   made,   the   affini-
ties  must   be   spoken   of   as   Dinosaurian   or   Ichthyosaurian   for

instance,   but   never   as   Eeptilian  ;   otherwise   the   word   Eeptile
becomes   meaningless,   and   we   substitute   personal   fancies   about
an   animal's   affinities   for   knowledge   ;   this   would   be   the   result
of   accepting   Prof.   Owen's   views.      Prof.   Owen,   however,   has
abstained   from   making   any   other   comparisons   of   this   kind,
except   those   already   noticed.

"   The   length   and   flexibility   of   the   neck   is   coiTelated   with
the   covering   necessitated   by   the   high   temperature   of   the   bird.
The   cold-blooded   flying   reptiles   have   a   comparatively   short
and   rigid   neck,"   &c.   (p.   67).   Such   a   doctrine   is   misleading,
sluce   in   many   Plesiosaurs   the   neck   is   even   longer   than   in
birds,   and   often   not   less   flexible  ;   yet   there   is   no   ground   for
affirming   that   they   were   covered   with   feathers   or   had   hot
blood   ;   while   in   mammals   the   neck   is   usually   at   least   as   short
as   In   Pterosaurs.      The   argument   about   the   covering   is   con-

*   This   I   have   attempted   in   a   MS.    catalogue   of   the   Woodwardian
Museum.

10*
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tinned   in   tliese   passages:  —  ^^   The   plumous   covering   of   the
long-tailed   bird   of   the   period   [ArchwopterT/x]   proves   its   h^emato-
thermal   character,   as   the   want   of   it   shows   the   long-tailed
Pterosaur   to   have   been   cold-blooded   "   (p.   78).   "The   constant
correlative   structure   with   hot-bloodedness   is   a   non-conducting
covering   to   the   body.   We   may   with   certainty   infer   that
ArchcBopfoyx   was   hot-blooded   because   it   had   feathers,^   not
because   it   could   fly"   (p.   73).   Living   crocodiles^   chelonians,
lizardsj   and   serpents   are   more   or   less   perfectly   covered   with
bony   scutes   or   horny   scales,   or,   as   in   the   case   of   some   che-
lonians,   with   both   ;   neither   of   these   conditions,   nor,   indeed,
any   covering   is   known   in   Ornithosaurs   ;   therefore   Prof.   Owen
has   no   reason   for   inferrin;^   from   the   covering   of   the   body   that

>
the   Pterodactyles   were   reptiles   or   that   they   were   cold-blooded.
Yet   even   scales   might   not   be   conclusive   of   reptilian   character
for   something   analogous   to   a   scaly   covering   is   seen   on   the
legs   of   birds  ;   but   to   infer   that   the   animals   were   cold-blooded
because   there   is   no   evidence   of   their   having   had   feathers,   is
plainly   an   absurdity.   Not   to   mention   other   cases,   our   own
species   and   whales   are   instances   of   warm-blooded   animals^   m
which   the   skeleton   could   show   no   trace   of   any   non-conductmg
covering   to   the   body,   even   if   it   existed   ;   it   therefore   seems   to
me   that   in   these   matters   Prof.   Owen's   philosophy   has   no   basis
in   fact.

At   p.   73   Pi'of.   Owen   argues   against   flight   having   any   re-
lation to  high  temperature  j  and  he  adds,  p.  80^  "  By  the  pneu-

matlcity   of   the   bones   of   the   Pterodactyle,   it   might   be   inferred
from   a   single   bone,   or   portion   of   bone,   to   have   been   an   animal
of   flight.   For,   although   certain   volant   vertebrates,   e.g.   the
Bat   and   the   Swift,   may   not   have   air-bones,   no   vertebrate,   save
of   a   volant   kind,   has   air   admitted   into   the   limb-bones."   In   his
remarks   in   support   of   the   proposition   that   temperature   does
not   depend   on   exertion.   Prof.   Owen   quotes   the   beetle   Melo-
loniha^   in   which   the   temperature   is   only   raised   one   degree
above   the   temperature   of   the   atmosphere   by   the   work   done   in
flight.   Sharks   are   cited   as   animals   not   less   active   than   Por-

poises,  and   yet   cold-blooded;   and   it   is   concluded,   "   With   the
cooling   of   the   air   in   the   summer-night   the   temperature   of   the
Melohntha   concurrently   falls.   So   likewise   would   that   of   the
flying   reptile,   whatever   amount   of   oxidation   and   evolution   of
waste   products   in   the   form   of   carbonic   acid   might   have   at-

tended their  flight."
In   these   passages   it   appears   to   me   that   errors   are   made   of

two   kinds  :  —  first,   in   considering   functions   without   regard   to
their   correlative   structures  ;   secondly,   in   not   reasoning   from
structures   back   to   the   functions   of   which   they   are   the   evi-

?>
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deuce.     On   the   first   head,   the   energy   of   the   individuul   is   ck^arly
not   distinguished   from   the   organization   ;   for,   in   other   words,
the   argument   is,   because   a   beetle   flies   and   does   not   become
hot-blooded   by   flight,   so   also   the   Pterodactyle   whicli   flew   could
not   have   been   hot-blooded.      The   beetle   is   not   comparable   with
a   Pterodactyle,   having   a   different   plan   of   organization   ;   and
for   the   same   reason   the   shark   cannot   be   compared   w"ith   the
Cetacean.      In   both   cases   the   energy   of   the   individual   may   be
greatest   in   the   beetle   and   the   shark,   but   the   energy   of   their
respective   plans   of   organization   is   totally   different.      Fliglit
alone   would   be   no   evidence   of   temperature  ;   but   the   amount
of   oxidation   and   evolution   of   waste   products   is   evidence,   when
it   does   not   depend   upon   the   individual   muscular   power,   but
upon   the   plan   of   structure   characteristic   of   the   race,   because
this   arterialization   cannot   be   stopped   while   life   lasts,   even   by
absolute   muscular   quiescence.      The   amount   of   heat   manifested
in   arterialization   is   now   being   determined   by   Dr.   Gamgee.
But   seeing   that   the   combustion   of   one   pound   of   carbon   in   oxy-

gen is   found  to   heat   8080  pounds  of   w^ater   one  degree  Centi-
grade,  it   is   probable   that   some   considerable   heat   is   due   to

this   cause.      And   the   considerations   urged   by   Prof,   Owen
against   an   animal's   temperature   being   dependent   upon   exer-

tion, seem  to  me  not  in  accord  with  physics,  and  to  support  the
views   against   which   they   are   adduced   j   for   I   think   Prof.   Owen
has   not   distinguished   between     an    animal's    kinetic   energy
and   its   potential   energy,   without   which   physiology   as   a   phi-

losophy can,  I  submit,  have  no  existence.     Thus  the  grade  of
organization   is   potential   energy   gained   for   the   individual   by
inheritance,   since   it   is   thus   placed   in   a   position   of   mechanical
advantage   with   regard   to   gravity   as   definite   as   is   the   advan-

tage  of   a   head   of   water.      It   is   in   part   this   potential   energy
which   enables   the   individual   to   manifest   the   kinetic   encrg^y   of
its   own   muscular   effort,   since   in   flight,   for   instance,   an   animal
is   projected   upwards   against   gravity.      Now,   in   the   manifes-

tation of   kinetic   energy,   the   heat,   or   whatever   the  force   was
which    did   the   work   against   gravity,   is   obviously   converted
into   motion;   hence   the   difficulty   found   by   Prof.   Ovyen,   in   ani-

mals  being   sometimes   warmer   in   rest   than   in   motion,   is   met.
And   it   may   be   presumed   that   it   is   as   true   of   organic   as   of   in-

organic matter,  that  it  is  arrest  of  motion  which  develops  heat ;
but   in   the   case   of   the   increase   of   temperature   of   the   incubating
Boa   and   the   bird,   the   heat   is   so   obviously   due   to   the   an-est   of
radiation   by   the   contact   of   the   parent's   body   with   the   eggs,
whicli   are   acquiring   an   independent   heat   of   tlieir   own,   that   it
should   occasion   no   more   astonishment   than   that   we   are   warmer
With   a   fire   than   without   one,   and   certainly   should   not   have
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been   given   as   evidence   that   heat   is   not   dependent   upon   energy  ;
for   here   the   heat   is   not   generated   but   only   conserved.

In   ascending   from   the   lower   to   the   higher   groups   of   the
vertebrate   province,   increase   in   temperature   is   found   to   be   as-

sociated  with   perfection   of   the   respiratory   system,   and   not
necessarily   with   a   non-conducting   covering  ;   and   it   is   to   su-

perior  respu'ation   and   its   concomitant   superior   nutrition   that
mu^t   be   attributed,   as   a   chief   cause,   the   grades   of   organization
which   divide   vertebrate   animals   into   classes.   Any   modifica-

tion  of   the   skeleton   which   throws   light   on   the   respiratory
function   is   therefore   of   great   classificational   value   in   palge-
ontology.   The   avian   type   of   skeleton   differs   typically   from
that   of   other   classes   inhaving   the   respiratory   organs   prolonged
into   the   bones.   It   is   stated   by   a   good   observer,   and   is,   I   be-

lieve,  well   known,   that   if   the  larynx  of   a   bird  be  tied,   and  the
humerus   broken,   and   the   fractured   sm-face   exposed,   the   animal
will   breathe   feebly   through   its   humerus.   Similarly   to   birds,
and   unlike   all   other   animals,   the   bones   of   Pterodactyles   show
pneumatic   foramina,   which,   so   far   as   comparable,   are   placed,
as   in   birds,   in   the   limb-bones   and   vertebral   column.   I   di'aw
the   conclusion,   therefore,   that   the   foramina   are   evidence   in
Pterodactyles   that   the   respiratory   organs   extended   into   the
bones  ;   and   seeing   that   from   a   bird's   bone   with   this   pneu-

matic  structure  we  infer   for   the  animal   hot   blood  and  a   pecu-
liar  kind   of   respiration,   so   there   is   no   choice   but   to   make   the

same   inferences   from   the   pneumatic   bone   of   a   Pterodactyle,
since   no   other   relation   of   the   pneumatic   structure   is   known  ;
it   is   a   law   of   limb-bones   and   vertebrae   to   which   there   is   no
exception.   To   attribute   any   function   to   the   pneumatic   fora-

mina  other   than   that   seen   m   birds   would   be   to   discard   the
only   knoT\ai   clue   to   their   interpretation.   Prof,   Owen   admits
that   the   bones   are   filled   with   air,   and   that   therein   they   resem-

ble those  of   birds ;   but   he  does  not   intimate  where  the  air   came
from,   and   makes   no   mention   of   the   respiratory   relation   of   the
foramina,   which   accordingly   have   no   physiological   function
assigned   to   them.   And   Prof.   Owen   only   finds   that  "   the   legi-

timate  if   not   sole   inference   from   the   admission   of   air   to   the
bones   is   that   it   contributes   to   perfect   the   mechanism   of   flight,"
which   is   supposed   to   be   achieved   by   air   replacing   dense   os-

seous  tissue,   and   so   making   the   bones   lighter.   If   that   were
the   sole   or   legitimate   function,   it   ought   to   be   manifested   in   the
crocodile   and   turtle,   where   the   quadrate   bone   is   excavated
for   a   tympanic   air-cell  ;   and   in   the   skulls   of   the   Elephant
and   many   mammals   air   is   admitted   to   several   bones,   but   this
justifies   no   such   inference   as   that   drawn   by   Prof.   Owen.

Hence   I   conclude   that   Prof.   Owen's   philosophy   will   not
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bear   investigation,   and   tliat   it   cannot   replace   tlie   old   patlis   of
physiology.

^   It   also   seems   to   me   tliat   Prof.   Owen   lias   done   injustice   to
his   subject   bjr   ignoring   the   work   of   others,   by   appropriating
their   discoveries   as   his   own,   and   by   so   representing   their
labours   as   to   asperse   their   reputation.

Thus,   in   the   '   Comparative   Anatomy   of   the   Vertebrates,'
vol.   i.   p.   176,   Prof.   Owen,   in   an   unobtrusive   way,   essentially
claims   the   discoveiy   of   the   pneumatic   structure   of   Ptcrodactyle
bones,   referring   to   his   later   monographs   on   Pterosaurs.     In   this

^   monograph   on   D  imorjiyliodon   the   claim   is   essentially   repeated
(p-   79),   reference   being   made   to   the   Palfeontographical   volume
for   1851   for   the   demonstration   that   the   larger   bones   of   Ptero-
dactyles   were   filled   with   air,   while   the   same   character   is   here
inferred   for   Dimorphodon.   Prof.   Owen   has   quoted   freely
from   the   introduction   to   Von   Meyer's   ^Reptilien   aus   dem
lithographischen   Schiefer,'   1859  ;   but   he   has   omitted   to   quote
or   mention   the   passage   in   which   Von   Meyer   claims   to   have
made   this   discovery   in   1837,   and   gives   Prof.   Owen   credit   for
having   subsequently   made   known   English   specimens   which
show   the   same   character.   On   turning   to   the   ^   Jahrbuch   fur
Mineral.'   1837,   p.   316,   I   find   the   omission   was   not   made
because   Von   Meyer's   claim   was   groundless   j   for   there   is   printed
this   passage  :  —  "   Fm'ther,   I   must   communicate   to   you   that   by
examining   many   united   bones   of   Pterodactyles   from   the   Lias
of   the   neighbourhood   of   Bayreuth,   I   have   discovered   that
some   of   them   are   furnished   with   air-holes,   like   certain   birds'
bones,   whereby   an   affinity   with   birds   in   a   new   way   is   given
to   them."

Then   with   regard   to   the   name   Pterosauria,   I   am   not   a^vare
that   it   has   claim   to   an   earlier   date   in   England   than   1841.   Yet
referring   to   Von   Meyer,   he   quotes   Prince   C.   L.   Bonaparte   as
having   named   the   order   Omithosaurii   at   the   same   time.^   On
looking   into   the   matter,   I   find   that   in   the   "   Nuovl   Annali   dclle
Scienze   Naturali,   Bologna,'   Sept.   24,  1840,   vol.   iv.   p.   91,   and
previously   in   1838,   vol.   i.   p.   391,   Bonaparte   not   only   in-

vented the  name,  but  adopted  the  ordinal  group  suggested  by
Von   Meyer   in   1830,   and   placed   it   above   all   other   reptiles,   in
immediate   sequence   to   birds,  —  a   result   possibly   due   to   Von
Meyer's   discovery   of   1837.   Accordingly   Prof.   Owen's   name
has   no   claim   to   usage,   either   on   the   ground   of   prioritj   or   fit-

ness,  and  I   have  therefore  used  the  name  Ornithosauria*.

Since  this  was  written,  six  months  ago  ̂ I  find  that,  in   ̂ Das  Thierreich/
Tol.  ii.  part  2.  p.  23,  puLlished  at  Darmstadt  in  1830,^  Dr.  J.  J.  Kaup  in-

troduced the  Pterosaurii  as  the  second  order  in  his  second  stem  of
Amphibia.     And  earlier  still  (Nouv.  Ann.  Museum,  1835,  vol.  iv.  p.  238,
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Finally,   there   are   two   passages   of   a   kind   that   are   rarely
seen   in   a   scientific   monographj   one   reflecting   on   Prof.   Huxley,
the   other   reflecting,   I   thinK,   upon   myself.   The   former   pas-

sage  is   as   follows   :  —  "   The   tyro,   fresh   from   the   lecture-room
of   his   physiological   teacher,   ambitious   of   soaring   into   higher
regions   of   biology   than   were   opened   to   him   at   the   medical
school,   impressed   with   the   relations   of   active   locomotion   to
generation   of   animal   heat,   may   be   pardoned   for   inferring   that
the   amount   of   work   involved   in   sustaining   a   Pterodactyle   in
the   air   would   make   it,   physiologically,   highly   probable   that   it
was   a   hot-blooded   animal.   But   a   competent   friend,   finding
him   bent   on   rushing   with   such   show   of   knowledge   into   print,
would   council   him   to   provide   himself   with   a   thermometer
adapted   to   the   delicate   testing   of   the   internal   heat   of   small   ani-

mals. So  provided,  if  he  should  chance  to  beat  down  a  chafer
in   full   flight,   the   experiment,   made   with   due   care   and   defence
of   the   fingers   guiding   the   instrument,   would   teach   him   how
fallacious   would   be   the   inference   that,   because   an   animal   can
fly,   it   must,   therefore,   be   hot-blooded,"   &c.   &c.

The   other   passage,   referring   seemingly   to   myself,   concludes
as   follows   :  —  "   An   argument   in   favour   of   Avian   affinity   from
the   joint-structures   could   only   be   propounded   by   one   not
gifted   with   the   judgment   needed   to   d!eal   with   problems   of   this
nature."   These   passages   I   leave   to   the   consideration   of
others.   Yet   I   would   express   my   conviction   that   it   did   not
fall   within   the   province   of   the   Paljeontographical   Society   to
publish   such   matter.

'.,

XI.  —   On   four   new   Species   of   Birds   from   China.
fey   EoBEKT   Swinhoe,   F.Z.S.

E'pMaltes   glahrt^eSj   sp.   nov.

Similar   to   Eph.   semitorques   (Temm.   &   Schleg.)    of   Japan,

De  Blainville  introduces  a  scheme  of  Vertebrates  as  Laving  been  given  in
his  lectures,  in  which  Pterodactylia  is  riven  as  the  third  class  of  Verte-
brata,   intermediate   between   Birds   and   Reptiles.   I   regret   not   having
been  aware  of  this  fact  at  an  earlier  period,  since  the  name  Pterodactylia
18  in  all   ways  preferable  to  other  names.  As,   however,   it   has  hitherto
remained  nnknovni,  I  am  not  prepared  to  adopt  it  now,  the  name  Omi-
thosauria   being  already   in   use.   De   Blainville   adds   this   obsenation  :  —
^'Cette  classe  ne  contient  encore  que  le  genre  Pterodactyle  connu  seule-
ment  a  T^tat  fossile,  et  que  nous  pensons  n'etre  ni  un  mammifere  de  la  fa-
mille  des  ehauve-souris,  comme  Soemmering  Ta  pense,  ni  meme  un  reptile
Sroprement  dit,  comme  G.  Cuvier  Fa  dit,  mais  un  etre  faisant  le  passage

es  oiseaux  aux  reptiles,  et  dont  le  systeme  epidermique  n'^tait  peut-etre
pas  squameux."
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